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Figure 1

Ancient Egyptian medicine, like other aspects of Egyptian civi-
lization, was a product of the intimate relationship between the 
heavens and the earth. The bio geometry of life was only a reflec-
tion of the heavens.

Figure 2

The Nile was only a reflection of the heavenly river, the Milky 
way.

Figure 3

The holy triad of Isis, Osiris and Horus involves the virgin birth, 
crucifixion and resurrection appeared in Egypt over 5,000 years 
ago.

Figure 4
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The Orion constellation which sets and rises daily behind the 
horizon was the heavenly counterpart of the passing and rebirth 
of Osiris. The relative size, distance and angle between the 3 great 
pyramids of Giza are identical to the scale of the 3 major stars of 
the Orion constellation; a mirror image of the heavens.

The arrangement of the principal pyramids of the Giza Plateau 
and their similarity to the position of the three stars in the belt of 
the Orien Constellation.

Figure 5

Celestial medicine

Figure 6

Like the relationship between the Orion constellation and the 3 
pyramids of Giza, Egyptian medicine was rooted in the heavens and 
started with the ibis.

God Thoth (Hermes in Greek), the master of writing, numbers, 
measurements, time and the universal principals of nature and 
order of celestial beings.

Figure 7

Thoth, celestial medicine, and Seti I

Figure 8

Celestial healing comes through the eye of Horus, the son of Isis 
and Osiris, and the rays of the sun representing the God Ra.
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Figure 9

Horus eye and the hieroglyphic fractional notations as used 
in the prescription of drugs. Ro measures are shown with their 
equivalent as a fraction of a single heqat (4.5 litres).

Figure 10

IMHOTEB (he who comes with peace).

The father of Egyptian medicine

•	 Established the first teaching medical school in Memphis 
(2,770 BC).

•	 Treated abdominal, ocular, skin, tongue, intestinal, ap-
pendix, dental, surgical, tuberculosis, bladder, arthritis, 
infertility and appendix cases.

•	 Prepared many herbal remedies.

•	 Combined the realms of medicine, priesthood, incantations 
and magic for the healing of patients.

•	 Left a rich legacy of knowledge and a library that included the 
first books in applied medicine and surgery prepared by the 
son of King Narmer (first Dynasty, 3,100 BC) and impacted 
medical practice through Greco-Roman times.

Figure 11

IMHOTEB was also the living incarnation of the perfect man; 
the grand physician (later deitfied as the Greek God of medicine, 
Asklepios), architect (the step pyramid complex of Djoser), warrior 
and politician.

Figure 12
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Figure 13

Figure 14

Yuny, one physician from the 19th Dynasty

Figure 15

The physician Yuny lived during the early 19th Dynasty. His 
statue (right) comes from the chapel of the tomb that he built for 
his father near the modern Egyptian town of Assiut, north of Luxor. 
Yuny’s father was a physician and a priest of Sekhmet, the patroness 
of physicians. The tomb chapel became a place of pilgrimage for 
Egyptians seeking help with medical problems.

The physician and training

•	 In the mystical school of life (Ber Ankh), doctors were 
trained in medicine, architecture, warfare, administra-
tion and religion. Paramedical staff included pharmacists, 
nurses, midwives, physiotherapists and bandagers. Doc-
tors were always accompanied by assistants. In the heal-
ing arts, doctors, priests and magicians were involved. 

•	 Doctors were specialized in gastro-enterology, proctol-
ogy, dentistry, ophthalmology, inspecting fluids (cardiol-
ogy) and general practice. Legendary doctors included 
Djer, Manetho, Amenhoteb-son-of-Hapu, Netjer-hoteb, 
Sinuhi, Hesi-Ra, Pesesher, Mereruka, Ankh, Gua and Seni, 
among others. 

•	 Medical schools started in the Old Kingdom and were as-
sociated with temples. These included Imhoteb’s School 
in Memphis, Midwifery School in Sayes in Delta, School of 
Surgery in Thebes, and Oun Medical Institute in Heliopo-
lis where principles and practice of medicine, and special-
izations were taught.

Types of physicians

Figure 16

The false door of Ir-en-akhty (first intermediate period) 
showing the modern equivalents of his remarkable range of medical 
specialties practiced in the great house (palace).
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A physician’s ointment jar (left) and the Metternich Stela 
(right) depicting Horus controlling poisonous and biting animals 
(originally set up in a temple in Heliopolis) to provide healing via 
poured magic water

Figure 18

Figure 17

The medical papyri are the most important sources of 
information about Ancient Egyptian medicine. They fulfilled the 
same role as medical texts today and were taught in the medical 
School of life.

Figure 19

Figure 20

Discussion of the relationship between proper nutrition and 
public health in the ein Singer Nutritional papyrus ends with the 
following generic recommendations and perspectives:

• Control of excesses is the heart of wisdom.
• Vegetables and Notron salt are the better foods.
• Diseases inflict those that eat excessively.
• He who eats too much bread will have many sicknesses.
• He who drinks too much wine will lose balance.
• Excessive eating will also affect the limbs.
• He who practices a balanced life style will have a healthy 

 body.
• Disease does not burn out those who eat moderately.
• Likewise, poverty will not burn out those who buy wisely.

This papyrus also advises about treating wounds and the 
importance of health education and social, psychological, and 
emotional balance. Doctors who follow the book but do not succeed 
are safe; not charged or punished.

Contents of a general medical papyrus

The EBERS papyrus

20 m long, found in 1862; written in 1536 BC in hieratic.

Includes the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of 27 surgical 
cases, eye disease and dental issues: dental surgery, gum disease, 
fillings, dental hygiene and treatments.

Figure 21
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An introductory general section deals with medication for 
fever and a prescription book for drugs and activities followed by 
sections dealing with:

• Injuries and wounds
• Ailments of the head
• Growths, swellings and itching
• Diseases of internal organs
• Respiratory illnesses
• Women’s ailments
• Beauty treatments and hair care
• Household products and prevention of pests
• Drawings of doctors and surgical tools (right)
• Instruments 

The diagnoses in the papyri had no rigid scheme but usually 
developed along five points and involved good knowledge of 
pathology and anatomy of body structures.

Figure 22

1. The title

2. The examination (inspection) which involved question-
ing, probing with hands and smelling 

3. Naming the type of illness

4. The treatment and instructions of a prescription, e.g., 
details about medications and use of honey and beer to 
administer them, activities, therapies and bandages.

5. Description of the case, diagnostic and treatment proce-
dures, conclusions and prognosis. 

Recto, column 13: case 39. A chest infection.

•	 Title: Practices for an eruption with flattened head in his 
chest.

•	 Examination and prognosis: If you treat a man for an 
eruption with flattened head in his chest and you find ris-
ings having formed with pus, making a rash, while there is 
much warmth there and your hand finds it, then you say it 
is an ailment I will handle.

•	 Treatment: You have to sear him on his chest, on that 
eruption that is on his chest. Treat him with a wound 
treatment. You should not wait for it to open by itself: it is 
not good for his wound. 

•	 Explanation: As for “an eruption with flattened head in 
his chest”, it means that things are continually swollen 
and spread out on his chest because of his injury, having 
made pus and something red on his chest. That is to say, 
it is like things that have been scratched and create pus.

•	 Note: This superficial abscess it treated by incision and 
drainage, similar to what a modern surgeon would do. 
The “searing” was most probably done with a heated 
metal rod, the heat from which would control any bleed-
ing analogous to modern cautery.

Other examples of anatomical knowledge

Eye diseases, ex., blindness, Glaucoma, night blindness, cataract, 
allergies, and Trachoma, were treated with natural remedies, 
ointment and oil blends and metals like Malachite (copper 
carbonate) and kohl (antimony sulphide and other compounds) 
known since 3000 BC.

Figure 23
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The lateral aspect of the skull

This has special relevance to the Edwin Smith papyrus, cases 
1-27.

Figure 24

Figure 25

Figure 26

Figure 27

The power of healing vested in the magical eye of Horus 
provided a protective power for such procedures as delivery. The 
goddess Isis is seen in a crouching position on a delivery stool.

Figure 28

Figure 29
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Figure 30

Figure 31

Polio (case of Roma, 19th dynasty) and dwarfism (The Sonb 
family, 4th dynasty).

Figure 32

Figure 33

Documentation of an epidemic that killed the son (lower right) 
of Ramses III shown with the Goddess Isis in the Palace of Thebes.

Figure 34

A case of spinal tuberculosis (Pott’s disease) in Nesparehan 
from the cache of 44 priests of Amun from the 21st dynasty. The 
lateral view shows the acute angulation of the spine (kyphosis); 
the anterior view shows an abscess in the lower part of the right 
abdomen.

Figure 35
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“Brittle bone” disease is documented from the coffin and the 
bones of this child.

Figure 36

Treatment of a stone cutter, who received a splinter in the eye 
while working, by an eye doctor. Egyptian ophthalmologists were 
highly regarded especially by foreign rulers.

Figure 37

Evidence of the parasitic fluke causing schistosomiasis was 
revealed from test samples of skin from this naturally desiccated 
body of an adolescent (c.3200 BC).

Figure 38

Identifiable remedies for specific intestinal parasitic worms 
especially roundworms (Ascaris) (hefat) and tapeworms (Taenia) 
(pened).

76% of Egyptian remedies match the British Pharmaceutical 
Codex of 1973.

Figure 39

Evidence of the parasitic fluke causing schistosomiasis was 
revealed from test samples of skin from this naturally desiccated 
body of an adolescent (c.3200 BC).
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Figure 40

Egyptians often used essential oils for treatment of a wide 
variety of maladies. The gold container (left) and the alabaster 
container (right) of Tutankhamun contained essential oils. 

Figure 41

Symbols of health, life and power included the Ankh (key of life) 
and the cobra; from Tutankhamun. A hand mirror and a cobra with 
dilated hood made of gilded wood and quartz eyes are shown. 

Figure 42

Incantations and magic were often invoked along with medical 
and religious practices and rituals. This alabaster chalice represents 
a single bloom of the white lotus is used as a “wishing cup” from its 
inscription to Tutankhamun.

Figure 43

Figure 44

Figure 45
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Figure 46

Figure 47

Figure 48

Figure 49

Figure 50

Commonly used spices of medicinal use in Ancient Egypt.

Figure 51
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Figure 52
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